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Abstract—In this paper, we propose dynamic write-level
and read-level voltage scheme for MLC NAND flash memory.
We study the characteristics of flash channel which is considered
as mixture of Uniform and Exponential distribution. Since this
channel shows non-stationary behavior and the distribution of
programmed cells varies over Program/Erase(PE) operations,
we present the probability of error analysis and introduce the
concept of dynamically adjusting the verify-level (write-level)
and quantization-level (read-level) voltage values over varying
channel conditions. The proposed dynamic voltage based method
outperforms fixed verify-level voltage scheme. We also demon-
strate the improvements in bit-error-rate (BER) performance
and cell storage capacity for the proposed dynamic signal design
scheme.

Index Terms—MLC NAND Flash, PE, verify-level,
quantization-level, BER

I. INTRODUCTION

The Multi-level/Cell (MLC) NAND Flash memory has
been widely used as non-volatile storage medium in many
digital electronic products. The impressive technology scal-
ing and advancements in chip manufacturing processes have
tremendously reduced the cost per bit and size of NAND flash
memory and simultaneously increased the storage capacity
leading to its dominance into semiconductor storage market.
The NAND flash memory cells are organized into an array of
rows and columns connected through word-line and bit-line
connections respectively. As shown in Fig. 1, each memory
cell is made-up of floating-gate transistor which comprises
of source, drain, channel and two transistor gates; floating
and control gate. There is an insulating medium, known as
oxide-layer, between the floating-gate and transistor channel.
We store electrons on floating gate through programming the
flash cells in which we shift the threshold voltage of MOS
transistor. For example, to store 2-bits/cell, we program the
flash cell into 4 (22) distinct states, also called verify-level or
write-levels voltages Vi, each representing a particular stored
data symbol (00, 01, 10, 11).

As the feature size of flash cell has been scaled-down,
it has also raised concerns over its data reliability [1]. The
smaller size of transistor floating-gate results into less number
of electrons that can be stored on it and hence the gap
between adjacent cell states has also reduced making it more
susceptible to errors. Besides, we also observe noise and

interference effect on flash memory cells which further reduce
the data reliability. Random Telegraph Noise (RTN) [2] is
considered as one of the noise factors related with cell PE
cycles which affects the cell threshold voltage. As the flash
memory is cycled through PE operations, the voltage applied
across the transistor terminals, gradually cause damage to
the oxide layer. Consequently, multiple traps are generated
at the oxide layer which can gain or loose electrons causing
fluctuations in cell threshold voltage and resulting into more
errors. This RTN effect becomes more severe as the flash
experience higher PE cycles and this limits the operational
lifetime of flash memory.

To improve the flash reliability, we employ different
signal processing and coding schemes [3], [4]. One of the
approach is through the Incremental Step Pulse Programming
(ISPP) [5] technique which has been widely used to tightly
limit the range of threshold voltage values. In ISPP, we apply
voltage across the word-line and then compare with the desired
verify-level voltage. If the desired voltage is achieved, we
stop the programming operation, otherwise, we increase the
word-line voltage by step size ∆Vpp and continue this process
until the cell is completely programmed. With this iterative
programming approach, we can program the flash cell very
close to the desired verify-level voltage. However, after flash
cell is ideally programmed, it is disturbed by RTN and its
effect become more adverse as device approaches more PE
cycles. Since the channel flash exhibit non-stationary behavior
over PE count, is it very important to adaptively tune flash
device parameters (write-level, read-level voltages) such that
the it can endure more PE cycles.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section
II, reviews the probabilistic model of flash channel. Section
III presents the probability of error analysis for the flash
channel. Based on this analysis, in Section IV, we present the
proposed signal design technique which is optimized for non-
stationary flash channel. For the proposed scheme, section V
estimates cell storage capacity and computes threshold voltage
quantization-levels. Conclusions are presented in Section VI.

II. NAND FLASH CHANNEL MODEL

According to [6], the erased cells of MLC NAND flash
are modeled with Gaussian distribution with mean voltage



Fig. 1: Flash Memory Cell (Floating Gate Transistor).

Vmin and variance σe2, whereas, the programmed cells tend
to follow uniform distribution between Vi and ∆Vpp due to
ISPP technique and have symmetric exponential tail below
Vi and above Vi � ∆Vpp owing to the effect of RTN [7].
Considering m-bit/cell flash memory, we use Ps0 and Psi for
i � 1 to 2m�1 to represent the distribution of erased and
programmed cells respectively as given by (1) and (2).
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Here λ is RTN distribution parameter ptoportional to
PE count in power law fashion [8] and c is normalizing factor
given by:
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In Fig. 2, we have plotted the the distribution of

2-bit/cell flash memory. Here s0 is the distribution of erased
state and s1, s2, s3 with V1, V2, Vmax as verify-level threshold
voltages for the distribution of programmed states.

III. PROBABILITY OF ERROR ANALYSIS

Previously the probability of error for flash memory is
reported in [9], however it is based on simplified Gaussian
channel. In this paper, we refer to channel model described in
preceding section and compute the expression for probability
of error. The objective is to determine the optimized values of
verify-level voltages which minimize the probability of error.
With the help of Fig. 3, we can write the probability of error
for 2-bit/cell flash memory with equi-probable symbols as:

Pe � 1

4
tP pe|s0q � P pe|s1q � P pe|s2q � P pe|s3qu (3)

Fig. 2: Illustration of NAND flash channel distribution.

Fig. 3: Decision boundaries between adjacent cell states (sym-
bols).

In the expression, P pe|s � s0, s1, s2, s3q represent the
pair-wise probability of error for individual symbols (states)
given by:

P pe|s0q � Ps0 pVth ¡ Th1q
P pe|s1q � Ps1 pVth   Th1q � Ps1 pVth ¡ Th2q
P pe|s2q � Ps2 pVth   Th2q � Ps2 pVth ¡ Th3q
P pe|s3q � Ps3 pVth   Th3q

To compute these pair-wise error probabilities, we first
require the decision boundaries between adjacent symbols
(Th1, Th2, Th3) as shown in Fig. 3. We use the Maximum-
Aposteriori-Probability (MAP) detection criterion to compute
the decision boundaries and according to that, we get Th1



by:
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Once we have computed the decision boundaries, the

pairwise error probabilities are given by:
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Using pairwise error probabilities, (3) becomes:
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Fig. 4: Comparison of Theoretical and Simulated Pe with
flash parameter taken from [10]: Vmin � 1.4, V1 �
2.6, V2 � 3.2, Vmax � 3.93, Vp � 0.2, σe � 0.35, λ �
0.00025 pPEq0.5.

To verify the analysis, we have plotted Pe for simulated
NAND flash and compared with theoretical Pe given by (4)
as shown in Fig. 4. We can see that both curves are very close
to each other validating the accuracy of (4).

IV. DYNAMIC VERIFY-LEVEL VOLTAGE SCHEME

In this paper, we dynamically adjust the verify-level
threshold voltage values based on the channel condition. Since
the flash channel is non-stationary and varies over PE cycles,
we would like to modify the verify-level voltages such that
the overall probability of error is minimized. Until now, most
of the research has been done on estimating the desired
quantization-levels (read-level) based on the flash channel
model [9], [11], [12], however, we propose to compute and ad-
just both verify-level (write-level) and quantization-level (read-
level) voltage values according to channel condition. Given
the channel parameters σe and λ and mean threshold voltage
of erased Vmin and highest programmed state Vmax which is
device dependent parameter, we would like to optimize V1 and
V2 by minimizing probability of error (4). We write the cost
function as:

pV �
1 , V

�
2 q � max

pV1,V2q
PepV1, V2q (5)

In Fig. 5, we have plotted Pe as function of V1 and
V2. We can observe that Pe is convex function. Therefore,
we can use any convex optimization technique to minimize
this function. We partially differentiate (4) w.r.t. V1 and V2,
equate to 0 and simplify for V �

1 and V �
2 as:



Fig. 5: Plot of Pe as function of V1 and V2 with simulation
parameters: Vmin � 1.4, V1 � 2.6, V2 � 3.2, Vmax �
3.93, Vp � 0.2, σe � 0.35, PE � 10K,λ � 0.00025 pPEq0.5.
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Similarly,

BPepV 1,V 2q
BV 2 � 0

V �
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2

(7)

With (6) and (7), we can numerically evaluate the
optimized verify-level values for non-stationary channel over
PE cycles as gives in Table I. In Fig. 6, we have plotted the
probability of error using the optimized verify-level voltages
for different PE cycles. For comparison, we have also shown
error plot for fixed verify-level scheme. We can clearly observe
the potential performance gain with the proposed dynamic
voltage scheme over the fixed one. Although, for fixed voltage
scheme, we have adjusted the decision boundaries given
Th1, Th2, Th3 for different PE count, still it has higher
probality of error. Even if we select any other fixed verify-level
voltage values, its performance will turn out to be inferior to
dynamically optimized threshold voltage scheme.

V. EFFECT ON CELL STORAGE EFFICIENCY AND
QUANTIZATION-LEVELS

In this section, we investigate the proposed signal design
technique from information theoretic perspective. We compute
the cell storage capacity/efficiency of 2-bit/cell flash memory

TABLE I: Optimized verify-level voltage using (6) and (7).
Simulation parameter: Vmin � 1.0, Vmax � 5.0, Vp �
0.2, σe � 0.75

PE Cycles V �1 V �2 Pe

1000 3.1383 3.5342 5.38� 10�7

5000 2.9085 3.4193 2.81� 10�5

10000 2.7998 3.3649 1.47� 10�4

20000 2.6903 3.3102 6.82� 10�4

30000 2.6276 3.2788 0.0015

40000 2.5843 3.2572 0.0027

50000 2.5517 3.2409 0.0040
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Fig. 6: Comparison of dynamic vs. fixed verify-level volt-
age scheme. Simulation parameter: Vmin � 1.4, Vmax �
3.93, Vp � 0.2, σe � 0.35, black curve(V �

1 , V
�
2 from TABLE

I), blue curve(V1 � 2.6, V2 � 3.2).

for both dynamic and fixed verify-level voltage schemes. We
use mutual information to represent the capacity of flash
memory cell as:

C � I pX;Y q
� HpY q �HpY |Xq

Here IpX,Y q is the mutual information between input
symbol X P ts0, s1, s2, s3u and output threshold voltage
Y P p�8,8q. The terms H pY q and H pY |Xq represent the
entropy and conditional entropy of output Y respectively and
given as:

HpY q � ³8
�8 ppyqlogp 1

ppyq q
HpY |Xq � °

xPts0,s1,s2,s3u
ppxq ³8�8 ppy|xqlogp 1

ppy|xq q

Using these relations, the capacity can be written as:
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ppxq

» 8

�8
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xPts0,...,s3u
tppxqppy|xquqdy
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In (8), the quantity ppy|s0q represents the conditional
probability of erased cell given by (1) and ppy|s1, s2, s3q
is the probability of programmed cell given by (2). This
capacity equation is used for soft information (infinite-level
quantization), however, we also want to compute the capacity
based on finite-level quantization since we can only sense
(read) the flash memory at some finite discrete voltage levels.
For this purpose, we adopt the idea presented in [13] where
author has chosen the optimized discrete quantization levels
that maximize the capacity expression. However, our work is
distinct from [13] as we are using a different flash channel
model. To find the quantization levels, we divide the output
threshold voltage values into discrete regions as depicted in
Fig. 7. In this figure, we have shown 6-levels of quanti-
zation (y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6) with 7 non-overlapping regions
(R1, R2, R3, R4, R5, R6, R7) such that:

R1 � p�8, y1s, R2 � py1, y2s, R3 � py2, y3s, R4 � py3, y4s,
R5 � py4, y5s, R6 � py6, y7s, R7 � py7,8q

After splitting the threshold voltage values into discrete
regions, we can re-write (8) as:

C �
¸

xPts0,...,s3u
ppxq

t
¸

RPtR1,...,R7u

»
R

ppy|xqlogp ppy|xq°
xPts0,...,s3u

tppxqppy|xquqdyu

Now the objective is to maximize C over
(y1, y2, y3, y4, y5, y6):

py�1 , y�2 , y�3 , y�4 , y�5 , y�6 q � max
py1,y2,y3,y4,y5,y6q

C (9)

We can use any optimization technique for (9), however,
we have used particle swarm optimization (PSO) for this
purpose. With similar approach we can modify (9) and
optimize for any specific number of quantization levels.
Using (8) and (9), we have plotted the capacity expression
over different PE cycles with soft information (infinite-level)
and PSO optimized 6-level, 15-level quantization for both
proposed and fixed voltage schemes as shown in Fig. 8.
In fixed voltage scheme, we have optimized quantization
levels but verify-level voltage values are fixed. The proposed
scheme has better cell storage capacity over the fixed voltage
scheme for different quantization levels.

In flash memory system, we always use some er-
ror correction coding (ECC) to improve the bit-error-rate
(BER) performance. The modern ECC schemes require high-
precision quantization levels to yield better performance, but

Fig. 7: Threshold Voltage spectrum is split into discrete
regions.

higher quantization levels incur more memory sensing latency.
Therefore, we desire to obtain the benefits of ECC scheme
with minimum quantization levels. In this paper, we have
used Low-Density Parity Check (LDPC) code over 2-bit/cell
flash memory whereby the quantization levels are obtained
as stated previously. In Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we have shown
the probability of bit/frame error for LDPC coded system
with code rate 0.91 and block length 4544bits. For the fixed
voltage scheme, the best possible performance is obtained with
infinite-level quantization (black dotted curve) whereas we can
perform closer to that with proposed scheme and only 15-
level of quantization (red solid curve). Hence, we can reduce
the memory sensing latency by using less quantization levels
and at the same time improve the data reliability with the
implementation of proposed signal design scheme.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed the concept of adjusting
the verify-level voltage values for MLC NAND flash memory.
As the flash channel changes with PE count, it is desirable to
tune the flash parameters accordingly. In previous works, the
research has been carried over simplified Gaussian channel,
however, we have analyzed the mixture of Uniform and sym-
metric exponential model. Based on the error analysis, we have
proposed verify-level (write-level) values that are optimized
for non-stationary flash channel. We have also found the
optimized threshold-level (read-level) values by maximizing
mutual information. With cell storage capacity and bit-error-
rate simulations, we have shown that the proposed scheme
performs better than the fixed verify-level voltage scheme.
Using this system level signal design technique, we expect
that flash memory performance can be further improved.
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